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. Choose to put the subject in the driver seat, and you have the
option of male or female..Q: Calculate the average of array

values in a Ruby script? I'm a newbie in the Ruby language and
I'm having a hard time figuring out how to evaluate the average
of the array? @scope_of_test = scopes_of_test(:scope_of_test_id

=> 1) def scopes_of_test(scope_of_test_id) @scope_of_test =
ScopeOfTest.find_by(:scope_of_test_id => scope_of_test_id) end
I'm trying to create a function that when I input the id of a table

with an average, it will be evaluated and give me the total of
the average of that table. For example, if I input the id of my

table, and it is "5", then the function should give me "75" as a
result. A: Here is a solution: def

average_scopes(scopes_of_test_id) return scopes_of_test_id.sum
/ scopes_of_test_id.size end @scope_of_test =

scopes_of_test(:scope_of_test_id => 1) p
average_scopes(@scope_of_test.id) Edit: Following your update,

the solution would be as follows: def
average_scopes(scopes_of_test_id) return scopes_of_test_id.sum

/ scopes_of_test_id.count end @scope_of_test =
scopes_of_test(:scope_of_test_id => 1) p

average_scopes(@scope_of_test.id) or even: def
average_scopes(scopes_of_test_id) return

scopes_of_test_id.reduce(:+) / scopes_of_test_id.count end
@scope_of_test = scopes_of_test(:scope_of_test_id => 1) p
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5.Yemeni Civilian Arrivals on the Island of Socotra The Yemeni
civil war has seen a major rise in sea-borne refugees, many of

them from the war-torn southern-most province of Yemen. Since
the Saudi-led bombing campaign against Houthi rebel forces

was initiated, a number of Yemeni refugees have tried to flee to
the island of Socotra, which has a population of just 20,000. The

island is famed for being the most remote inhabited island in
the world, and has had many animal species living on it since
the Pleistocene era. Most of the refugees that arrived at the

island during recent weeks have had violent experiences with
the Saudi-led forces. They seek shelter and food, and are also
concerned about what lies ahead for their families in Yemen. A
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massive project was initiated by a non-governmental
organization named “Save The Children” which accommodates

the refugees for the duration of their stay on the island. Working
in cooperation with the UNHCR, which handles the refugees
from the country on a temporary basis, these organizations
have provided shelter to around 1,750 refugees, who are
currently living on the island with only a few empty tents.

Exposed to Saudi-led airstrikes The refugees are exposed to
fierce bombardments by aircrafts of the Saudi-led coalition from

the mainland, and the Saudi forces have shown little
understanding of the local dynamics or the precarious

humanitarian situation. The NGOs who are operating on the
island said that some refugees have been injured by the Saudi

airstrikes and that some have died due to respiratory problems,
the lack of health services and the intense heat on the island.

Saudi airstrikes have been particularly targeting the main cities
of Aden and Hodeida, including the Tawahi airbase and the

airport,
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